Rights-of-Way Maintenance — The Future

Three different views on what the future holds for 50 million acres of land. Dr. Donald A. Spencer presents the ecological view on page 10; Gordon Mundrane discusses the utility view on page 12; and Roland C. Clement points out the public view on page 13.

What A Golf Course Should Be

Construction of golf courses have come a long way since the early days of the game. Older courses need remodeling. Newer courses are incorporating new innovations in the planning phase. Richard M. Phelps cites trends in building and remodeling courses that may have affect on your course. He poses problems and suggests solutions to remodeling an older course.

DED Control Kindles Strong Arborist Interest

WEEDS TREES and TURF attends an arborist training workshop in Wisconsin. This exclusive report indicates that arborists are keenly interested in Benlate fungicide and learning to use the Mauget Tree Injector.

Directory Of Sod Terms

An informative glossary of terms used by sod producers and contractors in this growing business.

The Cover

Control of a crippling disease that has affected elm trees for over three decades is now available. Arborists across the country are quickly taking advantage of the opportunity to learn about the new control and the new techniques of tree injection. Our cover shows a training workshop in Eau Claire, Wisconsin where arborists gathered to hear Dr. Gayle Worf, extension plant pathologist at the University of Wisconsin and representatives of CLM National discuss new techniques in Dutch Elm Disease control. See story on page 18, this issue.